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1. Introduction. Let 5 be a discrete semigroup and let m(5) denote

the Banach space (under the supremum norm) of all bounded real-

valued functions on 5. If /£w(5) and sES then lsf and rsf are the

functions in w(5) defined by l„fit)=fist) and r„fit)—fits). Any ele-

ment pEmiS)* which is positive and has norm 1 will be called a

mean on m(5). A mean p is left [right] invariant if pihf) =M(f) [/*(/«/)

= p(f)} for all fEmiS) and all sES. A semigroup 5 may or may not

admit a left [right] invariant mean; those which do are called left

[right] amenable.

Another Banach space associated with 5 is the space /i(5) of all

real-valued functions g on 5 such that £){ |g(s)| : s£5] < oo, the

latter quantity being defined to be ||g|). Convolution is defined in

/i(5) by the formula

gi-giif) = zZ {giki)giisi): sis2 = t}

and, under this multiplication, /i(5) becomes a Banach algebra. There

is a natural linear isometry r: Zi(5)—»m(5)* defined by g—*rg where

T,[f)=zZ{f(s)g(s):sES} ifEntiS), gEhiS)). We can (and shall) re-
gard /i(5) as being embedded in w(5)* via this mapping. Note that

an element g of Zi(5) induces a mean on w(5) if and only if g(<) =0

for all / and ]C{gO): ^£5} =1- Such an element of hiS) is called a

finite mean if {t:git) >0} is finite. If A is a nonvoid finite subset of 5

then the function

pAQ) =1/|4| tEA,

= 0 t$A,

will be called an arithmetic mean on 5.2

We shall also want to regard 5 as being embedded in Zi(5) via the

mapping s—>/(s) where
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2 In general, | M \ will denote the cardinality of a (finite) set M.
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I(s) (I) = 1 if S = t,

= 0        if sy^t.

We shall not distinguish between s and I(s) and hence write s-g in

placeof I(s)-g(gEh(S)).

Theorem (M. M. Day [4]). A semigroup S is left amenable if and

only if there is a net \ gy} of finite means on S which converge in norm to

left invariance: \im\\s-gy — gy\\ =0for all sES.

See [7], Theorem 2.2, for an elegant proof of Day's theorem.

2. The strong F0lner condition. According to a theorem of Folner-

Frey (see [7]) a left amenable semigroup must satisfy the following

condition:

(FC) Given a finite set FES and e>0, there exists a finite set

AES such that | sA~A | <e\A\ for all sEF.
This condition is, however, not sufficient for a semigroup to be left

amenable. In fact, any finite semigroup S satisfies (FC) (take A=S)

and there are finite semigroups which are not left amenable.

If 5 satisfies the left cancellation law then clearly |s^4~.4|

= IA<^sA1 for any finite set AES and sES. Thus, in this case, the

condition (FC) is equivalent to

(SFC) Given a finite set FES and e>0, there exists a finite set

AES such that |^~5^| <e\A\ for all sEF.
The condition (SFC) is, in any case, a sufficient condition for a

semigroup to be left amenable. In fact, (SFC) implies an even

stronger conclusion: There exists a net of arithmetic means converging

in norm to left invariance.

Lemma 1. If A is a finite subset 0/ S and sES, then \\s-pA—pA\\

= 2\A~sA\/\A\ /orallsES.

Proof. If BES and sES, let s~lB = {xES\sxEB}. We will write

s~H in place of s"1 {t}. Then

(s-pA - pA)(t) = I A H s-H \/\A\ if t E sA ~ A,

= - 1/| A\ if tE A~sA,

= (\AC\s-H\  -l)/\ A\ iftEAHsA,

= 0 otherwise,

and hence
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\AC\s-H\        1-4-5,4 1
\\s-pa-pa\\=    2-,   -j—n-1-j—n-

te.A~A \ A \ \ A\

,     v      \AC\s-H\  -1

tBAHsA \ A |

| A C\ s-H |        \ A~sA\        \AC\sA\

=±,a~~[aT'+"Jat   t^t

I A\
l\A~sA\

Theorem 1. ^4 semigroup S satisfies (SFC) if and only if there is a

net of arithmetic means on 5 which converges in norm to left invariance.

Proof. In view of Lemma 1, necessity is obvious. Suppose, on the

other hand, that 5 satisfies (SFC). Let ff be the family of all finite

subsets of 5 directed upward by inclusion and let E = (0, 1) directed

(towards 0) by its usual ordering. Let D be the product directed set

ffXE. If d=iF, a)ED, then there exists a finite set AdES such that

| Ad~ sAA\ /| Ad\   < a

for all sEF. It is clear from Lemma 1 that {pAd} converges in norm

to left invariance.

3. Semigroups satisfying (SFC). In view of the discussion in §2

it is natural to ask: Does every left amenable semigroup satisfy

(SFC)? An affirmative answer would be very pleasant indeed, and

we prove some results which point in this direction.

Theorem 2. Every left cancellative left amenable semigroup satisfies

(SFC).

Proof. This is evident from the discussion in §2.

Theorem 3. Every finite left amenable semigroup satisfies (SFC).

Proof. A finite semigroup 5 is left amenable if and only if it con-

tains a unique minimal right ideal R (see [l] or [8]). In this situation

we must have sR = R for all s E S (see [2 ]) and thus (SFC) holds (take

A=R).

The next result is less trivial. Keep in mind that every commuta-

tive semigroup is amenable.
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Theorem 4. Every commutative semigroup satisfies (SFC).

Proof. Let 5 be a commutative semigroup. We define a relation

R on S by: sRt if and only if there exists uES such that su = tu. It is

easy to see that R is a congruence3 on 5 (see [5] for details) and the

quotient semigroup S' = S/R is commutative and cancellative.

Theorem 2 implies that S' satisfies (SFC). The remainder of the proof

is a construction showing that (SFC) can be "lifted" from S' to S.

If xES we let x' denote the image of x under the natural mapping

of 5 onto S'. Given a finite set FES and e>0, there exists a finite set

A'ES' such that

(1) \A'~x'A'\ <t\A'\ foraWxEF.
Let A be a set of representatives for the elements of A'. It could

conceivably happen that

(2) whenever xEF, a, bEA, and x'a'=b' then xa = b also. If this

is the case, then | A~xA \ = \ A'^x'A' | for all xEF and so

| A ~ xA |   < e | A |        for all x E F.

We cannot, of course, expect to be so fortunate. However, it is possi-

ble to obtain this situation by modifying A' and A as follows.

Let A' and A be as above, and let xfat =6/ (* = 1, 2, • • • , m) be

an enumeration of the relations of the form x'a' = b' which hold with

xEF, a, bEA. Since xiai =b{, there is an element UiES such that

xiaiUi = biUi. Taking A { = {a'ui :aEA } and A'= {auv.aEA } we have

\A{\ =\A'\ and \A{~x,A[\ =\A'~x'A'\ for all xEF because S'
is (right) cancellative. Thus A{ satisfies (1) and, in addition, we have

xi(aiUi) =biUi. Now xiaiui =b2u{ and so there is an element m2£5

such that %2a2u\u2 — b2UiU2. Taking Ai = I a'ui ui : aEA} and A2

= \auiu2: aEA } we have \Ai\ =\A'\ and \A{~x'Ai | = | A'~x'A'\
for all xEF. Thus Ai satisfies (1) and, in addition, we have Xt(aiUiU2)

= biUiU2 for * = 1, 2. The induction is now clear. By repeating this

process m times we obtain a set A'mES' satisfying (1) and a set Am

of representatives satisfying (2). This is the desired situation.

The above proof could be simplified slightly, but we have arranged

the presentation in order to make it clear to what extent the con-

structions are valid in the noncommutative case. First of all, we

should mention that the essential fact needed to show that R is a

congruence is that the family of (right) ideals in S has the finite

intersection property. Hence the construction of S' makes sense for

(noncommutative) semigroups having the finite intersection property

8 We follow the terminology of [3]. A congruence is an equivalence relation R

with the property that xRy implies axRay and xaRya for all aES.
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on right ideals (every left amenable semigroup has this property),

and in this case 5' is right cancellative. The next essential thing is

that 5' should satisfy (SFC). This implies, of course, that 5' is left

amenable and hence 5 is left amenable also (see [9]). The remainder

of the proof goes through without change. Thus we have

Theorem 5. If S is left amenable and if 5' satisfies (SFC) then 5
satisfies (SFC).

The above theorem is interesting in light of the following conjec-

ture of Sorenson: Any right cancellative left amenable semigroup

must be left cancellative also (see [6] for a discussion of Sorenson's

conjecture).

Theorem 6. // Sorenson's conjecture holds, then every left amenable

semigroup satisfies (SFC) and hence admits a net of arithmetic means

converging in norm to left invariance.

Proof. If 5 is left amenable then, as remarked above, the construc-

tion of 5' is valid and 5' is right cancellative and left amenable. If

Sorenson's conjecture is valid then we can conclude that 5' is also

left cancellative and hence satisfies (SFC).
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